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‘Know Thyself’

On a tombstone in an English churchyard is the following inscription “Here lies John Bailey.
The fact that he died does not guarantee that he lived”. 

And that is surely the point. ‘To Live’ is the dynamic expression of existence; not being stuck
in some soulless routine permanently in fear of stepping out of line with a sterile status quo.

The art of living involves the assertion of freedom, creativity and empathy with and for
fellow humans and all living beings. It is our deepest self expression of an organic sense of
purpose. The will to live is expressed through the flow of that warm inner feeling called ‘love
of life’.

When,  within  the  human  experience,  attempts  are  made  to  block  this  flow  by  forces
opposed to Life, our ‘love of life’ causes us to adopt an unwavering commitment to fight for
the preservation of all that is good, real and humane. In other words, to defend the basic
tenets of a civilised society.

Many actively engaged individuals find themselves in this position today.

But why such a high proportion of humanity fails to respond to this ‘Life-call’, preferring
instead a ‘no risk’ three dimensional sub-existence – is an unsolved conundrum – in spite of
thousands of divergent explanations being put forward.

However, one thing we do know is that when some form of material wealth or power is
experienced by those who have sidelined their innate spirituality, it becomes an addiction
around which a fixated dependency immediately forms. From there on, such individuals only
experience existence as a sterile ambition-chasing game.

In these circumstances, Life becomes reduced to a competition to build and protect material
wealth and status;  and all  those who reject  such extremity –  but nevertheless remain
essentially passive – serve as fuel for the ambitions of these vampires.

The present  pyramid of  top-down economic  and political  oppression is  built  upon this
catastrophic deviation from the organic, spirit led, path of Life.

The net result of this deviation from truth is the manifestation of a compensatory expression
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of the suppressed life-force. The original expression, blocked from following its organic path,
turns in on itself and starts to devour that which would otherwise have guided the individual
to the light.

Whereas, to openly give free voice to that Divine source of which we are all descendants, is
the supreme individual expression of the life force with which we have all been blessed.

We are living through a time of open manifestation of the domineering anti-life materialistic
obsession, stripped of all  spiritual  energy. What we are seeing on a daily basis today,
emanating from the top end of the ‘competition pyramid’, is a ‘pandemic’. But it has nothing
to do with a virus and everything to do with a feverish grasping for ultimate power and
control over others – which includes all life forms down to the very DNA of life itself.

Taken at its face value, this is an abject expression of clinical insanity. If such an extremity
was expressed within a family unit, the perpetrator would be recognised as deeply disturbed
and in need of serious help and quite possibly of being isolated for fear of causing serious
harm to others.

But  when  the  same  symptoms  are  displayed  by  politicians,  bankers,  media  editors,
corporate directors,  the police and so forth –  it  is  not  recognised as insanity  or  even
megalomania – but as an  ‘acceptable’ type of eccentric behaviour, which is grudgingly seen
as ‘par for the course’.

This should lead us all  to reflect on how such a stark departure from a human path of life
could ever have been engineered into existence.

How  a  set  of  values  applied  to  leadership  within  a  family  and  to  political/corporate
‘leadership’  –  could  be  so  starkly  different.  And  how  such  a  schizophrenic  state  of  affairs
could be allowed to continue to prevail in every corner of the world?

My conclusion is that such a gross imbalance exists due to the engineered separation of
primary values within the greater social community, so as to create a divide and conquer
controlling agent within society. Once this is in place, schizophrenic actions are not seen for
what they are, they are taken as the norm.

In reality, there is no such division between values and responsibilities we see as important
within families and those we see as important within political and business affairs. They are
indivisible. That which expresses truth – and guidance based upon this truth – has Divine
origins. The Divine is whole.

But by the time formal education and parental ambition (for siblings) has weighed-in, a
separation of the material and the spiritual/social is all too often made manifest. It is as
though these two realms were innately antagonistic.

This  state  of  affairs  is  the  signature  of  a  bankrupt  society.  An  engineered  split  that  looks
distinctly like the work of “demons”; as there is no natural explanation for why antagonism
should exist between material and spiritual realms.

All animate and inanimate life is built of spirit and matter – ‘spirit-matter’ – which cannot be
separated into opposing elements. But that separation is exactly what the proponents of an
increasingly robotic human race have set their sights on.
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To reinstate the wholeness which is our natural birthright,  and to ensure its continuity
throughout  the  life  cycles  that  proceed  from childhood  through  adolescence  and  into
adulthood, is the essential task all caring, humanitarian and feeling individuals cannot turn
away from.

‘Living’ means bringing a better world into being. Encouraging the spark of Life to rise up
out of the ashes of a dystopian wilderness. To let Life educate us rather than those who
police the status quo.

The verb ‘to educate’ comes from the Latin ‘e-ducare’ meaning ‘to draw out from’. This is a
direct reference to encouraging the manifestation of our innate creativity.  Not the ‘fact
absorbing’ mission that has been forced on young people during decades of ‘schooling’. The
real meaning of such words has been deliberately obfuscated.

The  imperative  for  getting  this  new  dynamic  moving  cannot  be  overstated.  Much  of
humanity is on the brink of psychological, psychotic and schizophrenic imprisonment. A
state which cannot help but deeply imbalance the very fabric of our living planet.

Faced by this dramatic challenge to create unity out of disunity, we have to draw strongly
upon the well of our deeper selves. For the ‘real me’ and the ‘real you’ are the only forces
that can rise-up and radiate enough light to penetrate and dissolve the false clouds hanging
over this world. 

But  how can one exert  light,  freedom and justice when all  around fellow humans are
covering their faces with a mask of anxiety and fear?

When every news item inflates a lie?

When the whole world seems turned up-side-down by diabolical double speak?

Yes, that is the predominant question on millions of minds right at this moment.

The answer lies in the expression “know thyself”. “Thyself” as an eternal spirit/being of
cosmic origins which has – temporarily – taken on a human form and is currently resident on
Planet Earth.

‘A cosmic being having an earthly experience’.

Once you and I can detach ourselves from living the lie and primarily identify ourselves with
a state of ‘non-attachment’ to the material and ego-led realm, we are free.

We cannot be destroyed. We have become eternal. At one with our Creator.

This is a place completely out of reach of our oppressors – whatever form they may take.
From here we can go into battle for planet Earth and planet people with not a trace of fear;
knowing that when we give all for the cause of truth, Truth returns all to us – with a bonus!

This is how we are to defeat the diabolical entities which we have allowed to occupy and
rule this planet. They are but mirrors of our failure to follow the call of truth. To BE our true
selves. To listen and respond to the inner voice of deeper guidance.

We have the will to quite simply dump our old false existence and transform from pseudo-
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humans into real humans, indivisible from the divine wellspring of Life. For each one of us,
that  is  our  uniquely  individual  challenge.  When  expressed  collectively,  it  forms  the
foundation of a new society.

Of such beings, when they finally pass, it will be stated “The fact that this brave soul had a
human experience is here recorded. May that soul continue its great exploration of the
divine infinite from whence it came.”

*
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